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Koljonen, manages all activities around this

we will approach a shortlist of ETP’s and

existence, ARTEMIS Industry

important strategic document.

institutional PPP’s for which Embedded and

Association represents/

Cyber- Physical Systems are crucial enabling

embodies the ARTEMIS

As the ARTEMIS-ETP has been supported

technologies to realise their research targets.

European Technology Platform

by a dedicated research programme on
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Embedded Systems, executed by ARTEMIS-
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the development lifecycle. In order to
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Strategic Research Agenda (SRA) that
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will participate in the CP-SETIS
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EU research projects, most of them in the
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in Horizon2020. CP-SETIS is
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Systems Engineering Tools Interoperability

Interoperability, the so-called Interoperability
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Specification (IOS). However, due to lack of
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CP-SETIS is Jürgen Niehaus of SafeTRANS.
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engineering tools to the next stage.

Standard.
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